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ABSTRACT
We present a fully analytical halo model of colour-dependent clustering that incor-
porates the effects of galactic conformity in a halo occupation distribution (HOD)
framework. The model, based on our previous numerical work, describes conformity
through a correlation between the colour of a galaxy and the concentration of its par-
ent halo, leading to a correlation between central and satellite galaxy colours at fixed
halo mass. The strength of the correlation is set by a tunable ‘group quenching effi-
ciency’, and the model can separately describe group-level correlations between galaxy
colour (1-halo conformity) and large scale correlations induced by assembly bias (2-
halo conformity). We validate our analytical results using clustering measurements in
mock galaxy catalogs, finding that the model is accurate at the 10-20 percent level for
a wide range of luminosities and length scales. We apply the formalism to interpret the
colour-dependent clustering of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). We
find good overall agreement between the data and a model that has 1-halo conformity
at a level consistent with previous results based on an SDSS group catalog, although
the clustering data require satellites to be redder than suggested by the group catalog.
Within our modelling uncertainties, however, we do not find strong evidence of 2-halo
conformity driven by assembly bias in SDSS clustering.
Key words: galaxies: formation - dark matter - large-scale structure of Universe.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Halo Model for galaxies (see Cooray & Sheth 2002,
for a review) posits that all galaxies occupy and evolve in
the gravitational potential wells of virialised dark matter
haloes. Observables such as the luminosity function, stellar
mass function and spatial clustering of galaxies can then be
thought of as, simply, averages over the mass function and
clustering of haloes, weighted by the number of galaxies of
a given type that reside in haloes of a given type (Seljak
2000; Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Berlind & Weinberg 2002).
The simplest of this class of models – in which the number
of galaxies of a certain luminosity or stellar mass in a halo
is determined solely by the mass of the halo – has found
considerable observational support in recent years (Zehavi
et al. 2005, 2011; Guo et al. 2015). Observations also indi-
cate that galaxies in groups fall into two populations with
somewhat different properties, ‘centrals’ which typically re-
side close to the gravitational center of the group’s parent
halo (and are usually the brightest object in the group) and
‘satellites’ which orbit the central. This is incorporated in
? E-mail: ipahwa@iucaa.in
† E-mail: aseem@iucaa.in
the Halo Model by separately modelling the halo occupancy
functions of centrals and satellites (Berlind et al. 2003; Yang
et al. 2003; Zheng 2004; Vale & Ostriker 2004; Zehavi et al.
2005, 2011; Guo et al. 2014, 2016).
The result is a convenient and flexible statistical model,
in which the physics of galaxy formation and evolution is ab-
sorbed into parametrised functions describing the number of
galaxies in haloes of mass m. When combined with an obser-
vationally constrained prescription for assigning colours to
galaxies (Skibba & Sheth 2009, hereafter, S09), this model
can also explain the observed differences between the abun-
dances and clustering of red and blue galaxies at fixed lumi-
nosity (Zehavi et al. 2011, hereafter, Z11). At the faint end,
for example, blue galaxies in the S09 model are predomi-
nantly centrals in low-mass haloes, while a large fraction of
red galaxies of the same luminosity are satellites in mas-
sive haloes. This is, of course, in line with the expectation
that satellites in massive haloes may be subjected to several
physical processes that could lead to the cessation of star
formation (see Somerville & Dave´ 2015, for a review). Since
halo mass correlates strongly with environment, this also
amounts to explaining well-established observational trends
such as the colour-density scaling (Lewis et al. 2002; Kauff-
mann et al. 2004; Muldrew et al. 2012).
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This simple ‘mass-only’ Halo Model of galaxies fails,
however, in explaining galactic conformity, which is the ob-
servation that satellites in groups with star forming centrals
are preferentially star forming, even at fixed halo mass. Orig-
inally noticed (and defined) by Weinmann et al. (2006) using
the group catalog of Yang et al. (2005), this effect has been
confirmed by several authors since (Wang et al. 2010; Wang
& White 2012; Kauffmann et al. 2010; Robotham et al. 2013;
Phillips et al. 2014; Knobel et al. 2015; Paranjape et al.
2015). Modelling this effect would necessarily involve intro-
ducing a dependence of star formation properties on one or
more variables in addition to halo mass.
Intriguingly, a similar effect was observed by Kauffmann
et al. (2013) at very large spatial separations (∼ 4Mpc in
projection), leading to a discussion in the literature on the
potential causes for a large scale, or ‘2-halo’, correlation,
in contrast to the ‘1-halo’ conformity of Weinmann et al.
(2006) which could presumably be explained by group-scale
physical processes (Hearin et al. 2015). The primary suspect
for large scale correlations between star formation proper-
ties of galaxies at fixed halo mass is the correlation of halo
assembly history with environment, or ‘halo assembly bias’
(Sheth & Tormen 2004; Gao et al. 2005; Wechsler et al. 2006;
Jing et al. 2007; Dalal et al. 2008; Desjacques 2008; Hahn
et al. 2009; Fakhouri & Ma 2010). A corresponding galaxy
assembly bias has been challenging to establish observation-
ally (Lin et al. 2016; Miyatake et al. 2016; Saito et al. 2016;
Tinker et al. 2016; Zu et al. 2016); however, with galactic
conformity potentially a smoking gun for assembly bias, it
becomes interesting to develop models that can distinguish
group-scale effects from those of assembly bias. This has led
to recent efforts in developing abundance matching mod-
els that take into account galactic conformity by correlating
galaxy colours with the formation histories of (sub)haloes in
high resolution N -body simulations (Hearin & Watson 2013;
Masaki et al. 2013; Hearin et al. 2014).
Recently, Paranjape et al. (2015, hereafter, P15), pre-
sented an extension of the Halo Occupation Distribution
(HOD) framework – in particular, the colour HOD model
of S09 mentioned earlier – to include a simple and tunable
prescription for galactic conformity. This was accomplished
by correlating the colour of a galaxy with the concentration
of its parent halo. The choice of halo concentration as the
additional parameter controlling galaxy properties was moti-
vated by the fact that the distribution of this variable shows
strong environmental trends at fixed halo mass (Wechsler
et al. 2006; Jing et al. 2007; Faltenbacher & White 2010), in
addition to being tightly correlated with halo age (Navarro
et al. 1997; Wechsler et al. 2002). P15 showed that this model
is flexible enough that one can switch on and off the effects
of large scale assembly bias on galaxy colours (by scrambling
concentrations at fixed halo mass) while keeping 1-halo con-
formity intact; this was used to show that group-scale effects
could easily extend to several Mpc if one were not careful in
selecting samples by halo mass. Later work has also gener-
alised this theme to include variables other than halo con-
centration in modelling assembly bias (Hearin et al. 2016).
In this paper, we present the analytical framework for
galaxy clustering in the conformity model of P15. As we
will demonstrate, this essentially amounts to accounting for
both halo mass and halo concentration, by replacing the
halo mass function n(m) with the joint distribution n(m, c)
of mass and concentration, and correspondingly tracking the
concentration dependence of the modified HOD from P15.
This is similar in spirit to the recently introduced ‘decorated
HOD’ framework implemented using Halotools (Hearin
et al. 2016), which is a set of general purpose semi-numerical
tools for exploring the effects of assembly bias using high
resolution N -body simulations. Our approach complements
such efforts, in that it is fully analytical and therefore does
not rely on access to large simulations. We will validate our
analytical results using the mock catalogs described by P15,
showing that our model for colour-dependent clustering is
accurate to within ∼ 10-20%.
To demonstrate the utility of the formalism, we will
compare our analytical results with the clustering measure-
ments of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey1 (SDSS
York et al. 2000) presented by Z11, exploring in particular
the degeneracy between the level of galactic conformity and
the satellite red fraction. Although our formalism is quite
general and is equally applicable for modelling galaxies split
by luminosity or stellar mass, we will use the HOD cali-
bration of Z11 – who segregated galaxies by luminosity –
as the basis of the results we display. Consequently, in this
work we will focus on modelling observables as a function of
luminosity rather than stellar mass.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we re-
capitulate the standard HOD framework (this will set our
notation) and show how to incorporate the P15 model. We
describe the modified correlation functions in section 3. We
validate our results against mock catalogs in section 4, fol-
lowed by an application of our model to SDSS measurements
in section 5. We conclude in section 6. Throughout, we will
denote halo masses m in units of h−1M, where M is the
mass of sun and H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1 is the Hubble
constant. We use a flat Λ-cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmol-
ogy with parameters Ωm = 0.25, Ωb = 0.045, h = 0.7, σ8 =
0.8 and ns = 0.96, which are consistent with the 5 year re-
sults of the WMAP experiment (Hinshaw et al. 2009), as
well as with the cosmology used by Z11 in calibrating their
HOD.
2 HOD FRAMEWORK
In this section, we recapitulate the standard HOD frame-
work for populating galaxies in haloes, and describe its ex-
tension to incorporate the P15 conformity model.
2.1 Standard HOD Modelling
In the standard approach, the abundances of central and
satellite galaxies are modelled separately. Let fcen(> L|m)
be the fraction of m-haloes (i.e., haloes with masses in the
range (m,m + dm)) that have a central galaxy brighter
than the luminosity threshold L. The number of satellites
brighter than L in each m-halo with a central brighter
than L is assumed to be Poisson distributed with mean
N¯sat(> L|m). If a halo does not contain a central brighter
than L, it is assumed to have no satellites brighter than
L either. The luminosities of centrals and satellites then
1 http://www.sdss.org
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follow the distributions fcen(> L|m)/fcen(> Lmin|m) and
N¯sat(> L|m)/N¯sat(> Lmin|m), respectively, where Lmin is
some chosen threshold that defines the luminosity-complete
sample.
The functions fcen(> L|m) and N¯sat(> L|m) define
the HOD, with the mean number of galaxies brighter than
L residing in m-haloes given by N¯gal(> L|m) = fcen(>
L|m) [1 + N¯sat(> L|m)]. In this work, we will use the forms
calibrated by Z11:
fcen(> L|m) = 1
2
[
1 + erf
(
log(m/Mmin)
σlogM
)]
, (1)
N¯sat(> L|m) =
(
m−M0
M1
)α
, (2)
with {Mmin, σlogM , α,M1,M0} being functions of the
threshold L, for which we use an interpolation kindly pro-
vided by Ramin Skibba (see also Appendix A2 of Skibba &
Sheth 2009).
We define the following quantities that are fixed by the
HOD:
Nsat(> L|m) ≡ fcen(> L|m)N¯sat(> L|m)
Nsat(L|m) ≡ −∂Nsat(> L|m)/∂L
fcen(L|m) ≡ −∂fcen(> L|m)/∂L ,
N¯sat(L|m) ≡ Nsat(L|m)/fcen(> L|m) . (3)
Here fcen(L|m)dL is the differential fraction of m-haloes oc-
cupied by L-centrals (the terminology being analogous to
m-haloes). Similarly, N¯sat(L|m)dL is the mean differential
number of L-satellites in m-haloes whose central is brighter
than L.
Let p(sat|L,m) be the fraction of L-galaxies that are
satellites, with the corresponding fraction for centrals given
by p(cen|L,m) = 1 − p(sat|L,m). The satellite fraction is
fixed by the HOD as:
p(sat|L,m) = Nsat(L|m)/ (fcen(L|m) +Nsat(L|m)) . (4)
In practice, one usually deals with absolute magnitudes
rather than luminosities, in which case the luminosity ‘L’
should be replaced with, in our case, the SDSS r-band abso-
lute magnitude ‘Mr’ in the results that follow; e.g., fcen(>
L|m) = fcen(< Mr|m), fcen(L|m)dL = fcen(Mr|m)dMr.
2.2 Colour-selected HOD
The basic S09 Halo Model for colours works with condi-
tional colour distributions at fixed galaxy luminosity and
halo mass. The bimodality of colours observed in SDSS
(Baldry et al. 2004) makes it convenient to further split
galaxies into ‘red’ and ‘blue’ based on, e.g., whether their
g − r colours are above or below some threshold (van den
Bosch et al. 2008, S09; Z11). The modelled red fraction of
L-galaxies in m-haloes, p(red|L,m), can then be written as
p(red|L,m) = p(red|cen, L) p(cen|L,m)
+ p(red|sat, L) p(sat|L,m) , (5)
where p(red|sat/cen, L) gives the fraction of satel-
lites/centrals that are red. As discussed in detail by S09
and P15, it is a reasonable approximation to ignore any halo
mass dependence in these red fractions, even in the presence
of conformity. These fractions are, however, constrained by
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Figure 1. Red fractions as a function of luminosity: The red,
green and yellow lines respectively show the red fractions for
all galaxies (pred), only centrals (pred|cen) and only satellites
(pred|sat), as marked by the labels. For comparison, the satel-
lite fraction psat (equation 7 using the HOD calibrated by Zehavi
et al. 2011) is shown as the blue line. The filled symbols on top
of all lines show the results of averaging over 10 realisations of
mocks given by P15. The error bars on the mock results show
the standard deviation around the mean value. As expected, our
analytical fractions agree with those in the mocks.
the fact that the halo-averaged version of equation (5) must
return the measured all-galaxy red fraction:
p(red|L) = p(red|cen, L) p¯(cen|L)
+ p(red|sat, L) p¯(sat|L) , (6)
where
p¯(sat|L) =
∫
dmn(m)Nsat(L|m)∫
dmn(m) [fcen(L|m) +Nsat(L|m)] , (7)
and p¯(cen|L) = 1−p¯(sat|L), with n(m)dm being the number
density of m-haloes (the halo mass function)2.
The model is then completely specified if we know two
out of p(red|L), p(red|sat, L) and p(red|cen, L). Following
P15, the first is fixed by fitting double Gaussians to the
SDSS colour distribution at fixed luminosity and the second
by matching the red fraction of satellites in the group catalog
of Yang et al. (2007, hereafter, Y07):
p(red|Mr) = 0.423− 0.175 (Mr + 19.5) ,
p(red|sat,Mr) = 1.0− 0.33
[
1 + tanh
(
Mr + 20.25
2.1
)]
,
(8)
which then fix p(red|cen, L) using equation (6). As a check,
Figure 1 compares the analytical forms above (together with
2 Throughout, we use the fitting formula of Tinker et al. (2008)
for calculating the halo mass function using the m200b mass defi-
nition. Here m200b is the mass contained in a radius R200b around
the halo center-of-mass at which the enclosed dark matter density
becomes 200 times the mean density of the Universe.
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the HOD calibrated by Z11), with measurements of corre-
sponding quantities in the mock catalogs of P15 which used
these expressions in assigning galaxy properties.
Having fixed the various red fractions, the HOD split
by galaxy colour can be described using
frcen(L|m) ≡ p(red|cen, L)fcen(L|m) ,
Nrsat(L|m) ≡ p(red|sat, L)Nsat(L|m) ,
N¯rsat(L|m) ≡ Nrsat(L|m)/fcen(> L|m),
= p(red|sat, L)N¯sat(L|m) , (9)
so that frcen(L|m)dL is the differential fraction of m-haloes
with red L-centrals and N¯rsat(L|m)dL is the mean differen-
tial number of red L-satellites in m-haloes with centrals (of
any colour) brighter than L. The corresponding cumulative
HODs split by colour are
frcen(> L|m) ≡
∫ ∞
L
dL′ frcen(L
′|m) ,
Nrsat(> L|m) ≡
∫ ∞
L
dL′Nrsat(L′|m) ,
N¯rsat(> L|m) ≡ Nrsat(> L|m)/fcen(> L|m) . (10)
Blue galaxies are described by similar functions, using
p(blue) = 1 − p(red). For brevity, in the following, we will
use the notation fcen(m) to mean, respectively, fcen(> L|m)
and fcen(L|m) for samples thresholded and binned in lumi-
nosity, with similar abbreviations for N¯sat, Nsat as well as
all these quantities for the colour selected samples.
2.3 HOD with galactic conformity
We can now introduce conformity between the central and
satellite colours in a group using the model of P15, which
correlates the red fraction of a given galaxy type with the
parent halo concentration. We briefly recapitulate this model
and then describe the HOD including conformity.
Motivated by the fact that the distribution of halo con-
centration c at fixed halo mass is approximately Lognor-
mal with mean c¯(m) ≡ e〈 ln c|m 〉 and logarithmic scatter
σln c (Sheth & Tormen 2004; Wechsler et al. 2006; Diemer
& Kravtsov 2015), it is convenient to describe the following
variable
s ≡ ln(c/c¯)/σln c , (11)
whose distribution is approximately a standard Gaussian
(zero mean and unit variance), independent of halo mass3.
P15 then introduce a concentration-dependence of the
red fraction of satellites/centrals at fixed luminosity and
3 The relation c¯(m) has been calibrated by several authors. We
will follow P15 and use the calibration of Ludlow et al. (2014),
which is well described by c¯(m, z) = 9.0 ν(m, z)−0.4 over the halo
masses of interest (Paranjape 2014), where ν(m, z) = δc(z)/σ(m)
is the usual ‘peak height’ defined using the spherical collapse den-
sity threshold δc(z) and the linear theory r.m.s. σ(m) of density
fluctuations smoothed at mass scale m. The slightly different nor-
malisation used by P15 was a result of an error in the code used
by those authors, which we have fixed here and which does not
affect any of the findings of P15. The scatter σln c ' 0.14 ln(10)
has been reported to be approximately independent of halo mass
(Wechsler et al. 2006). We use these expressions for the mean and
scatter of concentration in all the results in the present work.
halo mass by making galaxies in high (low) concentration
haloes preferentially red (blue). The strength of this prefer-
ence is determined using a constant parameter ρ that lies be-
tween zero and unity, and which P15 interpreted as a “group
quenching efficiency”, in analogy with similar quenching effi-
ciency parameters used in the literature previously (van den
Bosch et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2010; Knobel et al. 2015). In
practice, one uses
p(red|sat/cen, s) = (1− ρ) p(red|sat/cen)
+ ρΘ(s− sr,sat/cen) , (12)
where sr,sat/cen gives the dividing line between high and low
concentrations in each case as
sr,sat/cen =
√
2 erfc−1 [2 p(red|sat/cen)] , (13)
which follows from taking the distribution p(s|m) = p(s)
of the log-concentration to be Gaussian with zero mean
and unit variance and demanding 〈 p(red|sat/cen, s) 〉 =
p(red|sat/cen). The extremes of the model are given by
ρ = 0, the uncorrelated case when the red fraction does not
depend on parent halo concentration, and ρ = 1 which cor-
responds to complete correlation where all galaxies in high
(low)-concentration haloes are red (blue).
We can extend the previous analysis of colour-selected
HODs to deal with (m, s)-haloes instead of m-haloes,
thereby keeping track of halo mass and concentration si-
multaneously. In this case, we have
frcen(L|m, s) ≡ p(red|cen, L, s)fcen(L|m) ,
Nrsat(L|m, s) ≡ p(red|sat, L, s)Nsat(L|m) ,
N¯rsat(L|m, s) ≡ Nrsat(L|m, s)/fcen(> L|m)
= p(red|sat, L, s)N¯sat(L|m) , (14)
where frcen(L|m, s) is the fraction of (m, s)-haloes with a red
L-central and N¯rsat(L|m, s) is the mean number of red L-
satellites in an (m, s)-halo that has a central brighter than
L. The corresponding thresholded quantities are given by
integrals over luminosity as before
frcen(> L|m, s) ≡
∫ ∞
L
dL′ frcen(L
′|m, s) ,
Nrsat(> L|m, s) ≡
∫ ∞
L
dL′Nrsat(L′|m, s) ,
N¯rsat(> L|m, s) ≡ Nrsat(> L|m, s)/fcen(> L|m) , (15)
so that frcen(> L|m, s) is the fraction of (m, s)-haloes with
a red central brighter than L and N¯rsat(> L|m, s) is the
mean number of red satellites brighter than L in an (m, s)-
halo with a central brighter than L. It is straightforward to
show that averaging the quantities in equations (14) and (15)
over s leads to the corresponding quantities in equations (9)
and (10), respectively.
2.4 1-halo conformity
We can use the formalism above to calculate the red fraction
of satellites with red or blue centrals; any difference in these
two red fractions in groups of similar halo mass is a diag-
nostic of 1-halo conformity (Weinmann et al. 2006; Hearin
et al. 2015). For example, we want to evaluate the proba-
bility p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red) that a satellite is red given
that its central is red, for satellite luminosity Ls, where it is
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2016)
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understood that we are talking about galaxies in the same
halo. We can calculate this as
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red)
=
no. density of red sats w/ red cens
no. density of sats w/ red cens
=
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) frcen(> Ls|m, s) N¯rsat(Ls|m, s)∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) frcen(> Ls|m, s) N¯sat(Ls|m) ,
(16)
Equation (16) says that the red fraction of satellites with
red centrals is simply the average red fraction of satellites,
weighted by the number density of red centrals in (m, s)-
haloes. Conformity arises due to the fact that the satellite
red fraction and red central density both depend on the com-
mon value of the halo concentration s. Equation (16) can be
considerably simplified using our chosen model for confor-
mity. A straightforward calculation shows that we can write
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red)
= p¯r|sat + ρ
2(1− p¯r|sat)
+ ρ2
∫
dmn(m)
n¯sat,rc
N¯sat(Ls|m)
{
p¯r|satfcen(> Leq|m)
− frcen(> Leq|m)
}
, (17)
where n¯sat,rc =
∫
dmn(m) N¯sat(Ls|m) frcen(> Ls|m) is the
number density of satellites with red centrals, p¯r|sat =
p(red|sat, Ls), and we defined the function Leq(Ls) which
gives the luminosity at which the red fraction of centrals
equals p¯r|sat:
p(red|cen, Leq(Ls)) ≡ p(red|sat, Ls) . (18)
A similar expression holds for the red fraction of satellites
with blue centrals,
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is blue)
=
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) fbcen(> Ls|m, s) N¯rsat(Ls|m, s)∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) fbcen(> Ls|m, s) N¯sat(Ls|m) ,
(19)
where fbcen(> Ls|m, s) = fcen(> Ls|m) − frcen(> Ls|m, s).
This can also be simplified to give
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is blue)
= prs|rc − (n¯sat/n¯sat,bc)
(
prs|rc − p¯r|sat
)
, (20)
where n¯sat,bc =
∫
dmn(m) N¯sat(Ls|m) fbcen(> Ls|m), and
we set prs|rc = p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red) as given by equa-
tion (17).
A straightforward analysis shows that, for ρ > 0, at the
faint end we must have
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red) > p(sat is red|Ls, cen is blue) ,
a distinct signature of 1-halo conformity. (E.g., this is most
easily seen upon setting ρ = 1.) Setting ρ = 0 on the other
hand will lead to these fractions being equal to p(red|sat, Ls)
and hence to each other, provided we assume the S09 model
in which this concentration-averaged satellite red fraction
does not depend explicitly on halo mass. If it does, then the
mass averaging will lead to conformity-like effects even when
ρ = 0.
It is important to note that if one only al-
lows fcen(L|m, s) and N¯sat(L|m, s) given p(red|sat, L)
and p(red|cen, L) in equation (14) and solves for equa-
tion (16), then the mass and s independent factors like
p(red|sat, L) will come out of the integrals and the rest
in numerator and denominator cancel out. In that case,
p(sat is red|Ls, cen is red) = p(r|sat), which implies that
there will be no 1-halo conformity if one only allows
fcen(L|m, s) and N¯sat(L|m, s).
2.5 Galactic conformity and halo assembly bias
Halo assembly history is known to correlate with halo envi-
ronment. This ‘assembly bias’ manifests as a trend at fixed
halo mass, in which low-mass older haloes tend to cluster
more strongly at scales & 10Mpc than younger haloes of sim-
ilar mass, with the trend reversing for more massive haloes
(Sheth & Tormen 2004; Gao et al. 2005; Wechsler et al. 2006;
Jing et al. 2007; Dalal et al. 2008; Desjacques 2008; Hahn
et al. 2009; Fakhouri & Ma 2010; Faltenbacher & White
2010). Further, halo concentration correlates positively with
halo age (Navarro et al. 1997; Wechsler et al. 2002) and the
assembly bias has been seen to extend to samples split by
halo concentration, with more concentrated low-mass haloes
clustering more strongly than less concentrated ones. As
mentioned previously, this was the motivation for P15 to
use halo concentration as the variable (in addition to halo
mass) that determines galaxy colour.
For the purposes of our analytical model, we therefore
require a description of the mass and concentration depen-
dence of the linear large scale bias, b(m, s). A fitting func-
tion for the s-dependence of this quantity has been pro-
vided by Wechsler et al. (2006), who use the parametrisa-
tion b(m, s) = b(m) bc(s|m/m∗), where m∗(z) is the char-
acteristic mass scale for collapse at redshift z, satisfying the
relation ν(m∗, z) = 1. We have found, however, that this
fitting function (equation A3) does not describe very well
the halo assembly bias in the simulations used by P15. In
Appendix A, we provide a simple (but approximate) fix for
the discrepancy. 4 This highlights the need, however, of ob-
taining accurate calibrations of halo assembly bias for use in
Halo Model analyses. The concentration-averaged version of
linear bias b(m), on the other hand, has been well studied in
the literature, and we will use the fitting function provided
by Tinker et al. (2010).
A model of galactic conformity driven by halo concen-
tration would naturally manifest assembly bias effects in the
spatial clustering of colour-split galaxy samples. While it is
reasonable to expect that star formation activity correlates
with halo assembly, observationally it has been very chal-
lenging to establish the existence of galaxy assembly bias at
the faint end (see, e.g., Wang et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2016;
4 We have also tried the fitting function as given in Paranjape
& Padmanabhan (2016). However, this also has problems in de-
scribing the trends of halo assembly bias in the simulations used
by P15. The reason could be that this fit is suitable for very
large scale assembly bias. In our case, we are talking about com-
paratively smaller scales, (3-20 h−1 Mpc). At those scales, there
might be other effects contributing, for example, scale dependent
all halo as well as assembly bias. These effects are not captured
by the fits given by Paranjape & Padmanabhan (2016).
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Tinker et al. 2016). One cannot, therefore, a priori exclude
the possibility that the 1-halo conformity reported by Wein-
mann et al. (2006) is due to some group-scale physical pro-
cess that affects the centrals and satellites of a group, but is
uncorrelated with the large scale environment. To this end,
P15 also explored a version of their model in which 1-halo
conformity was left intact, but all assembly-bias effects were
erased by scrambling halo concentrations among haloes of
fixed mass. This ‘no-2h’ model was, in fact, able to quali-
tatively explain the conformity trends seen by Kauffmann
et al. (2013) at ∼ 4Mpc separations as potentially arising
purely from the 1-halo effects of the most massive haloes in
the volume. In our analytical framework, this no-2h model
can be reproduced by simply replacing b(m, s)→ b(m) in all
of the correlation functions described in the next section.
3 CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Our main focus in this work is on analytically understanding
the potential impact of galactic conformity, with or without
assembly bias, in the spatial clustering of galaxies. Ideally,
one would work at fixed halo mass so as to remove any mass-
driven trends in red fractions and clustering; these tend to
be strong and can easily confuse any analysis that looks
for trends driven by variables other than halo mass. This
is, of course, straightforward to do in an analytical calcula-
tion or in mock catalogs. Unfortunately, controlling for halo
mass using group catalogs based on observations is subject
to rather strong systematic uncertainties (see, e.g., Camp-
bell et al. 2015). We will therefore focus on traditional 2-
point statistics, which typically split galaxies into red and
blue at fixed luminosity or stellar mass but do not explicitly
identify centrals and satellites on an object-by-object basis.
We will then rely on our analytical formalism (backed by
the P15 mock catalogs) to look for potential signatures of
conformity in large scale clustering. Any such signatures, if
robustly detectable, would be free from systematic uncer-
tainty in identifying centrals/satellites or halo mass.
The basic statistic of interest is the 2-point correlation
function ξ(r) which satisfies
n¯2g(1 + ξ(r)) = 〈ng(x)ng(x+ r)〉, (21)
where ng(x) is the galaxy number density at any point x.
The global (i.e., not colour-selected) galaxy number density
of a luminosity thresholded/binned sample is given by
n¯g =
∫
dmn(m)
[
fcen(m) +Nsat(m)
]
. (22)
The galaxy 2-point correlation function ξ(r) can be written
as
ξ(r) = ξ(1h)(r) + ξ(2h)(r), (23)
and the ξ(1h)(r) (1-halo) and ξ(2h)(r) (2-halo) terms in spa-
tial 3-d configuration/Fourier space can be calculated along
the lines discussed by Cooray & Sheth (2002).
When comparing with SDSS measurements, we will also
use the projected correlation function wp(rp) (Davis & Pee-
bles 1983)
wp(rp) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dpi ξ(rp, pi) = 2
∫ ∞
rp
dr r ξ(r)√
r2 − r2p
, (24)
where rp (pi) is the separation between two galaxies perpen-
dicular (parallel) to the line of sight.
Here, we first briefly recapitulate the framework for cal-
culating the all-galaxy correlation function, explicitly ac-
counting for the scatter in the halo concentrations at fixed
mass. This will set the stage for discussing the colour-split
correlation functions, with and without conformity.
3.1 All-galaxy correlation function
For Poisson distributed satellite counts, the all-galaxy 1-halo
and 2-halo terms can be written as
ξ(1h)(r) =
1
n¯2g
∫
dmn(m)
fcen(> L|m)
∫
ds p(s|m)[
2 fcen(m)Nsat(m)ρ(r|m, s)
m
+Nsat(m)2 λ(r|m, s)
m2
]
, (25)
P (2h)(k) = Pm(k)b¯(k)
2 ; (26)
b¯(k) ≡ 1
n¯g
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) b(m, s){
fcen(m) +Nsat(m)u(k|m, s)
}
, (27)
where ρ(r|m, s) is a spherically symmetric, truncated halo
profile calculated using the standardized concentration s
(equation 11), with u(k|m, s) the Fourier transform and
λ(r|m, s) the convolution of this profile with itself5. We have
also assumed that the halo auto correlation can be approx-
imated as ξhh(r|m, s,m′, s′) ≈ b(m, s)b(m′, s′)ξm(r), where
b(m, s) is the linear halo bias (the s-dependence of which is
due to halo assembly bias, see section 2.5) and ξm(r) and
Pm(k) are the correlation function and power spectrum, re-
spectively, of dark matter. Recall that any power spectrum
P (k) is the Fourier transform of the corresponding correla-
tion function ξ(r) =
∫
dk k2 P (k) sin(kr)/(kr)/(2pi2).
The expression for the 2-halo correlation can be im-
proved by including the effects of nonlinearities in the dark
matter power spectrum, halo exclusion and the scale depen-
dence of halo bias (Smith et al. 2003; Tinker et al. 2005;
Takahashi et al. 2012; van den Bosch et al. 2013). While
we use the nonlinear fitting function HALOFIT for Pm(k)
(Smith et al. 2003) and account for the scale dependence of
halo bias using the prescription of Tinker et al. (2005), in
this work we ignore the effects of halo exclusion. We com-
ment on the systematics introduced by this choice later.
It is worth pointing out that the existence of all
galaxy/halo assembly bias might be uncorrelated with the
conformity between central and satellite galaxies. As there is
no dependence of HOD on s in equations (25)-(27), all galaxy
assembly bias is simply a consequence of halo assembly bias.
However, this may not be true if central-satellite conformity
is present. Thus, in general, one should allow both fcen(m, s)
and N¯sat(m, s) regardless of presence of conformity. In that
case, the above equations will become
5 Throughout, we use an NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White
1997) for ρ(r|m, s).
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ξ(1h)(r) =
1
n¯2g
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m)
fcen(> L|m, s)[
2 fcen(m, s)Nsat(m, s)ρ(r|m, s)
m
+Nsat(m, s)2 λ(r|m, s)
m2
]
, (28)
P (2h)(k) = Pm(k)b¯(k)
2 ; (29)
b¯(k) ≡ 1
n¯g
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) b(m, s){
fcen(m, s) +Nsat(m, s)u(k|m, s)
}
.
(30)
Abbas & Sheth (2007) showed that the mock galaxy cat-
alogues based on standard halo model description, con-
structed to reproduce the all galaxy clustering, exhibits ap-
proximately the same environmental-dependent clustering
signals as seen in the SDSS. Thus, we take this as an ap-
proximation that all galaxy correlation functions matches
well with that of SDSS and assume that fcen and N¯sat only
depend on mass and luminosity.
3.2 Colour-selected correlation functions
The colour-selected correlation functions can be split into
three categories, not all of which contain independent in-
formation. These are the auto-correlations of red and blue
galaxies, respectively, and their cross-correlation. We first
give the expressions for these without accounting for galac-
tic conformity, which we discuss in the next section.
The number density of red galaxies, n¯r, is given as
n¯r =
∫
dmn(m)
[
frcen(m) +Nrsat(m)
]
, (31)
where frcen(m) and Nrsat(m) were defined in equations (9)
and (10) , respectively.
Similarly, one can write the auto-correlation of red
galaxies as
ξ(1h)rr (r) =
1
n¯2r
∫
dmn(m)
fcen(> L|m)
∫
ds p(s|m)[
2 frcen(m)Nrsat(m)ρ(r|m, s)
m
+Nrsat(m)2 λ(r|m, s)
m2
]
, (32)
P (2h)rr (k) = Pm(k)b¯r(k)
2 , (33)
b¯r(k) ≡ 1
n¯r
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) b(m, s){
frcen(m) +Nrsat(m)u(k|m, s)
}
. (34)
The reason the global cumulative fraction fcen(> L|m) con-
tinues to appear in the colour selected 1-halo term is be-
cause satellites (colour-selected or not) are always counted
in haloes occupied by a central at least as bright as the
satellite in question, regardless of the central’s colour. The
auto-correlation of blue galaxies can be written identically,
with the replacement ‘r’→‘b’ in equations (31)-(34).
The cross-correlation between red and blue galaxies can
then be obtained from the following constraint relations
(suppressing the r/k dependence in the correlation func-
tions/power spectra, respectively)
n¯2g ξ
(1h) = n¯2r ξ
(1h)
rr + n¯
2
b ξ
(1h)
bb + 2 n¯r n¯b ξ
(1h)
rb ,
n¯2g P
(2h) = n¯2r P
(2h)
rr + n¯
2
b P
(2h)
bb + 2 n¯r n¯b P
(2h)
rb . (35)
3.3 Correlation functions in the presence of
galactic conformity
The formalism above generalises in a straightforward man-
ner to include the effects of galactic conformity, with the
simple replacement frcen(m) → frcen(m, s) and Nsat(m) →
Nsat(m, s), with the s-dependence given by equations (14)
and (15) with a non-zero value of ρ. We have,
ξ(1h)rr (r) =
1
n¯2r
∫
dmn(m)
fcen(> L|m)
∫
ds p(s|m)[
2 frcen(m, s)Nrsat(m, s)ρ(r|m, s)
m
+Nrsat(m, s)2 λ(r|m, s)
m2
]
, (36)
P (2h)rr (k) = Pm(k)b¯r(k)
2 , (37)
b¯r(k) ≡ 1
n¯r
∫
dmn(m)
∫
ds p(s|m) b(m, s){
frcen(m, s) +Nrsat(m, s)u(k|m, s)
}
,
(38)
where n¯r is the same as defined in equation (31) (since
the concentration dependence averages out), but the s-
dependence of the coloured HODs now combines nontrivially
with that of the halo profile ρ(r|m, s) as well as the assembly
bias inherent in b(m, s). These reduce to the expressions in
equations (32)-(34) upon setting the conformity parameter
ρ = 0.
As before, the expressions for the auto-correlation of
blue galaxies are identical to those of the red, with the re-
placement ‘r’→‘b’, while the red-blue cross-correlation fol-
lows from equation (35); for completeness, we give the full
expression here:
ξ
(1h)
rb (r) =
1
n¯rn¯b
∫
dmn(m)
fcen(> L|m)
∫
ds p(s|m)[{
frcen(m, s)Nbsat(m, s)
+ fbcen(m, s)Nrsat(m, s)
}ρ(r|m, s)
m
+Nrsat(m, s)Nbsat(m, s)λ(r|m, s)
m2
]
, (39)
P
(2h)
rb (k) = Pm(k) b¯r(k) b¯b(k) , (40)
with b¯r(k) and b¯b(k) now defined as in equation (38).
3.4 Correlation functions with alternative models
In general, our HOD model can be even further extended
by including other additional effects such as the dependence
of Nrsat and Nbsat on the colour of the central galaxy. This
type of dependency gives rise to an extra correlation be-
tween the colour of the central galaxy and the colour of the
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Figure 2. Red fraction of satellites with red centrals (upper, red)
and blue centrals (lower, blue) as a function of luminosity: Points
with errors show measurements in the mock catalogs of Paranjape
et al. (2015), and smooth curves show the corresponding results of
our analytical model. The measurements in the mocks were aver-
aged over 10 independent realisations, with the error showing the
standard deviation around the mean. Circles/solid lines show re-
sults for ‘no conformity’ with ρ = 0.01, triangles/dot-dashed lines
are for ‘medium’ conformity with ρ = 0.65, while stars/dotted
lines show results for ‘strong’ conformity with ρ = 0.9. See text
for a discussion.
satellite galaxy. By taking an additional dependence on the
colour of central galaxy, there will be a degeneracy between
the conformity effects coming from concentration and cen-
tral galaxy colour dependence. As the galactic conformity
effect itself is very small, adding an additional dependence
will make it difficult to distinguish between the individual
contributions coming from both effects. Hence, we choose
not to consider such extra correlations in this work and only
consider model given in P15.
The other alternative model which can produce the 1-
halo conformity like effects, can be obtained by changing the
mean NFW concentration parameter. Till now, we have used
the same spatial profile for the distribution of satellites for
both red and blue galaxies. However, our model also allows
the mean NFW concentration parameter for red galaxies to
be different than blue ones. While the choice of an NFW
profile is well motivated (Berlind et al. 2003; Zheng 2004),
it is known that satellites in the interiors of haloes tend to
be redder than in the outskirts (Melnick & Sargent 1977;
Butcher & Oemler 1978; Diaferio et al. 1999; Hansen et al.
2009). In principle, one could set up a machinery that al-
lows for different spatial profiles for red and blue satellites
(Scranton 2002). In section 5, we also explore this possibility
by considering a simpler model by allowing different mean
concentration parameters for the two populations, while re-
taining the NFW form for their profiles (see also Z11). It is
important to point out that the changes in the mean concen-
tration parameters for red and blue galaxies by keeping other
quantities fixed in the expressions of colour-selected correla-
tion functions will only affect small scales (Sheth et al. 2001)
and hence will not lead to 2-halo scale effects.
4 VALIDATION AGAINST MOCK CATALOGS
The analytical expressions of the previous section can be
validated by comparing with measurements of these observ-
ables in the mock catalogs described by P15. Briefly, these
mocks are based on 10 realisations of an N -body simula-
tion in a cubic periodic box of size
(
200h−1Mpc
)3
, with a
particle mass of mpart = 4.1 × 109h−1M and using haloes
with m ≥ 20mpart. Central galaxies are placed at the cen-
ters of mass of haloes and satellites are distributed around
these using NFW profiles with Lognormal concentrations
(see section 2.3). The mocks are luminosity-complete for
Mr < −19.0, with central and satellite luminosity func-
tions constrained to satisfy the Z11 HOD. Galaxy colours
are prescribed using the S09 algorithm, with red fractions
as described in section 2.2. To introduce the galactic con-
formity, the galaxy colours are correlated with the halo con-
centrations. Ideally, one would use the concentrations ac-
tually measured in the simulation. However, these concen-
trations are only approximately Lognormal while the confor-
mity model of P15 assumes that they are exactly Lognormal.
Thus, using the simulated concentrations directly, in general,
will not preserve the central and satellite red fractions. It is
important to note, however, that we are not really interested
in the actual shape of the distribution of concentrations,
but only their ranking in haloes of fixed mass. Thus, 1-halo
conformity is induced by numerically implementing equa-
tion (12), and 2-halo conformity by rank ordering the Log-
normal concentrations by the measured halo concentrations
in bins of halo mass, prior to assigning satellite positions and
galaxy colours. We refer the reader to P15 for more details.
We start with a comparison of 1-halo conformity and then
move on to measurements of spatial clustering.
4.1 1-halo conformity
Figure 2 compares the red fraction of satellites with red cen-
trals with that of satellites with blue centrals, as functions
of satellite luminosity for different values of ρ. The points
with error bars show the measurements in the P15 mocks
while the smooth curves show equations (17) and (20). P15
discussed a similar plot as a function of stellar mass. We see
that the difference between these two red fractions essen-
tially vanishes for ρ = 0.01 and is very large for ρ = 0.9,
with satellites being preferentially red (blue) if their central
is red (blue) in the latter case. Throughout, we will use the
values ρ = 0.01 and 0.9 to represent ‘no conformity’ and
‘strong’ conformity, respectively, and the value ρ = 0.65 for
‘medium’ conformity. This last value was shown by P15 to
give a good description of 1-halo conformity in the group
catalog of Y07. We can clearly see from the Figure that,
as expected, our analytical model correctly tracks the be-
haviour of the conformity signal as ρ is varied.
4.2 Spatial clustering
The analytical model described in section 3 does not ac-
count for halo exclusion, and is known to fail at the ∼ 10-20
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Figure 3. This figure compares the analytical correlation function obtained from our method to the one obtained from mocks for red
and blue galaxies (stronger and weaker clustering, respectively). We have used ρ = 0.01 mocks for this comparison. The left and right
panels correspond to the correlation functions for the samples thresholded and binned in luminosity, respectively. The lines represent
the analytical results and the markers show the results from averaging measurements in 10 independent mocks. The different line-styles
and markers represent the different luminosity threshold/bins as indicated. The top row shows individual correlation functions, while the
middle row shows the residuals between corresponding analytical and numerical results. The bottom row shows the relative clustering of
blue and red galaxies: ξbb(r)/ξrr(r)− 1.
per cent level in describing spatial clustering of any galaxy
sample at separations of the order of the typical virial ra-
dius of the host dark matter halo (see van den Bosch et al.
2013, for a comprehensive analysis). Since our analysis be-
low will heavily rely on comparing the clustering of red and
blue galaxies, whose host halo masses can be substantially
different at fixed luminosity, we start by asking how well our
model does in the absence of conformity.
Figure 3 compares ξ(r) for red and blue galaxies (colour
coded) in samples defined by luminosity thresholds (left pan-
els) and bins (right panels). The points with errors in the
top panels show measurements in the mocks using the esti-
mator from Landy & Szalay (1993), while the smooth curves
show our analytical results using equations (31)-(34). We see
the well-known trend that red galaxies cluster more strongly
than blue galaxies of the same luminosity at all separations.
In the analytical model, this can be understood by study-
ing the relative fractions of red and blue galaxies that are
satellites. E.g., at the faint end −19.5 < Mr < −19, from
Figure 1 we have p(sat|red) ∼ 0.43 and p(sat|blue) ∼ 0.23,
i.e., ∼ 43% of red galaxies are satellites, while only ∼ 23%
of blue galaxies are satellites. This means that the pop-
ulation of faint blue galaxies is dominated by centrals in
low-mass haloes, while that of faint red galaxies has a sub-
stantial number of satellites in higher mass haloes. Con-
sequently, the large scale bias of the blue population is
smaller than that of the red. At small enough scales, on
the other hand, the correlation function is dominated by
the satellite-satellite term in equation (32) which is approxi-
mately proportional to p(sat|red/blue)2, so that the fact that
p(sat|red) > p(sat|blue) directly translates into stronger
clustering for the red galaxies.
The middle panels of Figure 3 show the residuals be-
tween the analytical (ξ) and numerical (ξmock) results; we
see that these are at the ∼ 10-20 per cent level at inter-
mediate scales, while dropping below 5 per cent at small
and large scales. These residuals are a direct estimate of the
error incurred due to the approximations discussed in sec-
tion 3.1, in particular, the fact that we do not account for
halo exclusion.
The bottom panels of Figure 3 shows the relative dif-
ference between red and blue clustering, ξbb/ξrr − 1. This
quantity has the dual advantage that sample variance effects
in its numerical estimates largely cancel, while the system-
atic deviations in our analytical estimates are also somewhat
suppressed. In the remainder of this section, we will therefore
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Figure 4. The effect of introducing 1-halo conformity in the correlation function: This figure compares the excess of blue galaxy
correlation function over that of the red for ρ = 0.01, 0.65 and 0.9 represented by the solid green, dot-dashed magenta and dotted black
lines. The different symbols are the mean of the corresponding results from 10 independent mocks with standard deviation as the error
bars on them. The different panels correspond to the different luminosity bins as indicated.
exclusively focus on this relative difference6. Given the qual-
ity of agreement seen in Figure 3, we expect our analytical
model to work at the ∼ 10-20 per cent level at separations
0.2 . r/(h−1Mpc) . 20.
4.2.1 The ‘no-2h’ model
To investigate the effect of 1-halo conformity on the correla-
tion functions, we use non-zero values of ρ in equations (36)-
(38) while setting b(m, s)→ b(m) in equation (37). Figure 4
compares the resulting analytical predictions with measure-
ments in the no-2h mocks of P15 (see section 2.3 above), for
galaxies in bins of luminosity. As before, we display results
for ρ = 0.9, 0.65, 0.01 corresponding to strong, medium and
no conformity, respectively.
Overall, our analytical results correctly track the trends
measured in the mocks. At fixed luminosity, we see that
the magnitude of the relative difference between red and
blue clustering decreases as ρ increases, and picks up a non-
trivial scale dependence. The trend with ρ is quite mild at
6 This will, of course, hide any effect of conformity on the overall
strength of clustering, which is also of interest; we will therefore
study the full correlation function later when comparing with
SDSS measurements.
the faint end and becomes more dramatic for brighter sam-
ples. These trends are most easily understood upon com-
paring the extreme cases ρ = 0 and ρ = 1. In the for-
mer, no conformity case, at small enough separations, the
red/blue correlation function scales like ∼ p(sat|red/blue)2,
as discussed previously. In the strong conformity case with
ρ = 1, on the other hand, the population of satellites
at fixed luminosity and halo mass gets completely segre-
gated, with red (blue) satellites only occupying high (low)
concentration haloes. This leads to increased small scale
clustering for both red and blue satellites, but with a dif-
ferent increase in each case. To see this, note that, for
ρ → 1, the satellite red/blue fraction becomes a 0/1 step
function in halo concentration (equation 12). The corre-
sponding small scale correlation functions now scale like
∼ p(red/blue|sat)p(sat)2/p(red/blue)2, which are always
larger than p(sat|red/blue)2, respectively, so that both clus-
tering amplitudes increase. The change in the relative clus-
tering ξbb/ξrr from ρ = 0 to ρ = 1, however, scales like
(ξbb/ξrr)|ρ=1/(ξbb/ξrr)|ρ=0 ∼ p(red|sat)/p(blue|sat), which
is a mild difference at the faint end where the satellite blue
fraction is close to 0.5, but becomes a large effect for brighter
samples where the blue fraction falls towards zero (Figure 1).
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Figure 5. The effect of introducing 2-halo conformity in the correlation function: Similar to Figure 4 but with 2-halo conformity switched
on. See text for a discussion.
4.2.2 2-halo conformity
We now switch on 2-halo conformity by allowing the galaxy
colours to respond to a concentration-dependent halo bias
b(m, s). Since this assembly bias is qualitatively different at
different halo masses, we expect a nontrivial trend in the
relative large scale clustering of red and blue galaxies. This
trend will be largely driven by the halo occupation statistics
of central galaxies, which constitute the dominant popula-
tion at any luminosity.
To see what to expect, recall that, at low halo mass, halo
bias increases monotonically with halo concentration. At the
faint end, for nonzero values of ρ, red galaxies will occupy
preferentially more concentrated haloes than blue galaxies.
Consequently, with increasing ρ, the large scale bias of red
(blue) galaxies will be larger (smaller) than the correspond-
ing bias when ρ = 0; the magnitude of the relative clustering
between faint red and blue galaxies will therefore increase
with ρ. As the galaxy sample is made brighter, the relevant
halo mass increases and approaches the inversion mass scale,
where halo bias becomes nearly independent of concentra-
tion (see Appendix A). As a result, the trend with ρ should
become milder for brighter galaxies7.
7 Since our mocks do not have the volume to reliably sample very
massive clusters, we do not expect to reliably probe the large mass
regime where the assembly bias trend with halo concentration is
inverted compared to that at smaller masses.
These trends are borne out by Figure 5, which is for-
matted identically to Figure 4 and compares measurements
using the ‘default’ mocks of P15 which included halo assem-
bly bias (points with errors) with the analytical results of
equations (36)-(38); the s-dependence of halo bias in the lat-
ter is given by equation (A3) with the correction discussed in
Appendix A. While the analytical model qualitatively cap-
tures the measured trends, the level of agreement at large
scales is only ∼ 30% for the faintest galaxies. As we discuss
in Appendix A, this disagreement is likely to be dominated
by systematic uncertainties in the analytical description of
halo assembly bias. This highlights the need for accurate
calibrations of assembly bias for studies such as this one.
5 PROJECTED CLUSTERING IN SDSS
We now turn to a comparison with the observed colour-
dependent clustering of SDSS galaxies as quantified by the
projected correlation function wp(rp) (equation 24) of red
and blue galaxies in bins of luminosity (Z11)8. Figure 6 com-
pares our analytical results for the all-galaxy projected cor-
relation function in three luminosity bins with corresponding
measurements from Z11, taken from their Table 7. We see
8 We replace the upper limit of the first integral in equation (24)
with pimax = 60h−1Mpc, the same as used in Z11.
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Figure 6. All-galaxy projected correlation function: points with
errors show the measurements from SDSS galaxies (Table 7 of
Z11) and smooth lines show the results from our analytical model.
For clarity, we have staggered the results for the two brighter bins
upwards by 0.25dex.
that the model does a good job at all scales for faint and
intermediate luminosities, but overpredicts the large scale
clustering in the brightest bin. This is possibly due to an
overestimated satellite fraction in the HOD calibration we
are using. Fixing this discrepancy would require recalibrat-
ing the HOD, which is beyond the scope of this work. In the
following, therefore, we will focus on the two fainter lumi-
nosity bins.
The definition of red and blue that we have been using
so far was based on double Gaussian fits to the measured
colour distributions at fixed luminosity. This is somewhat
different from the definition used by Z11, which uses a lumi-
nosity dependent threshold in g − r colour to separate red
from blue. In Appendix B, we quantify the impact of this
difference on clustering measurements, finding that the re-
sulting systematic effects are subdominant compared to the
other effects discussed previously. We therefore ignore this
difference in what follows. For the time being, we will only
consider the no-2h model which is on firmer observational
footing than the model with 2-halo conformity; we will dis-
cuss the latter towards the end of this section.
Figure 7 shows the projected correlation function of blue
and red galaxies in SDSS (points with errors) in the two bins
of luminosity mentioned above, from Tables 9 and 10 of Z11.
The smooth curves show the results of our no-2h analytical
model (i.e., setting b(m, s) → b(m)) for different values of
ρ ranging from no conformity to strong conformity. While
the no-conformity model clearly disagrees with the data, we
see that so do the others. This is also true at the smallest
scales where, based on the results of P15, we do expect the
ρ = 0.65 model, at least, to perform reasonably well. As
discussed in the previous section, the effect of increasing
the conformity strength is to increase the clustering of both
red and blue galaxies (by different amounts), implying that
varying ρ can, at best, help describe the clustering of only
one of the populations.
There are two main effects that could alleviate this dis-
agreement at small scales, which we explore next. The first
is our choice of satellite red fraction in equation (8), which
was calibrated by P15 to match measurements in the Y07
group catalog. The identification of satellites by the Y07 al-
gorithm, however, is subject to systematic effects which lead
to the satellite population being impure and incomplete. A
recent study by Campbell et al. (2015) has shown that these
are ∼ 20-30% effects (see their Figure 6), and lead to a sys-
tematic underestimation of the satellite red fraction at fixed
luminosity by about ∼ 10% (see their Figure 12)9.
The second effect is our choice of using the same spatial
profile for the distribution of all satellites. However, as men-
tioned in section 3.2, our model is flexible enough to allow
the mean NFW concentration parameter for red galaxies to
be different than blue ones. We briefly explore this possibil-
ity below.
Both of these effects will change the predicted small
scale clustering of red and blue galaxies, and changing the
satellite red fraction will also affect the large scale galaxy
bias. At scales 0.2 . rp/(h−1Mpc) . 1, increasing the
satellite red fraction p(red|sat, L) will increase the 1-halo
term for the red sample, while decreasing it for blue galax-
ies. This effect is therefore somewhat orthogonal to that
of changing conformity strength, which simultaneously in-
creases/decreases the clustering strength of both red and
blue galaxies. Increasing (decreasing) the median concentra-
tion of red and blue galaxies independently will make their
1-halo clustering steeper (shallower), and can be strongly
degenerate with both of the other effects. At larger scales,
increasing p(red|sat, L) at fixed luminosity will upweight the
contribution of intermediate-to-high mass haloes (the hosts
of the satellites) in the clustering of red galaxies, while down-
weighting it for blue galaxies. Consequently, the large scale
bias of red (blue) galaxies will increase (decrease)10.
Finally, Campbell et al. (2015) have shown that, de-
spite the issues of incompleteness and impurity in the Y07
algorithm, the impact of these systematics on the measured
strength of 1-halo conformity is small. In particular, the
algorithm tends to introduce a spurious 1-halo conformity
that can be ∼ 10% of the actual conformity in the sample
(see their Figure 14). Consequently, we expect that setting
ρ ' 0.6-0.65 in our model, i.e., not more than ∼ 10% smaller
than the value suggested by P15, should be a robust choice.
We have attempted to construct a model by first varying
the satellite red fraction and conformity strength by modest
amounts and then adjusting the red and blue concentration
suitably. We have found that the blue galaxy clustering at
scales rp & 2h−1Mpc – which is dominated by the 2-halo
term – is difficult to explain unless the satellite red frac-
tion is pushed to be ∼ 25% larger than the Y07 calibration
(equation 8). In particular, the following form performs well,
9 This is also broadly consistent with the results of Skibba (2009),
who compared the S09 calibration with the Y07 catalog, finding
good agreement between the satellite red fractions at the bright
end, with the level of agreement degrading for fainter galaxies.
10 This is also qualitatively the same trend as induced by switch-
ing on 2-halo conformity (see section 4.2.2).
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the projected clustering of SDSS DR7 galaxies from Z11 (equa-
tion 41). See text for a discussion.
as we show below:
p(red|sat,Mr) = 1.0− 0.33
[
1 + tanh
(
Mr + 19.25
2.1
)]
.
(41)
Figure 8 compares this ‘adjusted’ satellite red fraction with
the Y07 calibration and the S09 calibration (their equa-
tion 8). Further motivated by the discussion above, we set
ρ = 0.6 to describe 1-halo conformity. Figure 9 shows the
resulting predictions for projected clustering in the no-2h
model (i.e., using b(m, s) → b(m) in the 2-halo term) and
using the standard NFW mean concentration as the solid
curves. This model significantly improves upon the one that
used the Y07 satellite red fraction (shown as the dashed
curves) and is within ∼ 20% of the data at nearly all scales.
The dotted curves in Figure 9 show the separate con-
tributions of the 1-halo and 2-halo terms to the blue galaxy
clustering in our new model. We see that the 2-halo term
gives a substantial contribution at all the scales probed. Not
surprisingly, then, we have found that changing the mean
concentrations of red and blue satellites (by a factor of 1.7
and 0.5), respectively, of the standard value in the fainter
bin) leads to some improvement, but only at the smallest
scales probed. We have therefore not displayed these results.
Finally, the dot-dashed curves in Figure 9 show the re-
sult of switching on 2-halo conformity in our new model.
While there is some improvement, the overall change com-
pared to the no-2h model is comparable to the systematic
uncertainties in our analytical approximations. We therefore
conclude that there is no strong evidence of genuine 2-halo
conformity in SDSS clustering data, although this inference
may change if the modelling uncertainties can be brought
under better control. We discuss this briefly in section 6.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a fully analytical Halo Model of colour-
dependent galaxy clustering that incorporates the effects of
galactic conformity. The model is based on our previous nu-
merical work (Paranjape et al. 2015, P15) and distinguishes
between the effects of conformity at the individual group
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level (1-halo conformity) and potential effects due to a com-
bination of these group-level effects with halo assembly bias
(2-halo conformity). Our model ingredients include:
• A calibration of the luminosity-dependent Halo Occu-
pation Distribution (HOD). We use SDSS DR7 results from
Zehavi et al. (2011).
• A calibration of the split between red and blue galax-
ies based on double-Gaussian fits to the all-galaxy colour-
luminosity distribution. We use SDSS DR7 results from P15.
• A calibration of the luminosity-dependent red fraction
of satellites p(red|sat, L). We discuss this below.
• A choice of conformity strength (‘group quenching ef-
ficiency’) 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. We explore various values, with the
default being ρ = 0.65 as suggested by P15.
• A choice of whether or not to switch on 2-halo con-
formity driven by halo assembly bias. Switching this on re-
quires a parameterisation of the concentration dependence
of assembly bias (section 2.5 and Appendix A).
Using mock galaxy catalogs, we have demonstrated that
our model correctly describes the resulting trends in colour-
dependent galaxy clustering at small and large scales, for
varying levels of 1-halo and 2-halo conformity, with an ac-
curacy of ∼ 10-20%.
Rather than using the ratios of traditional correlation
functions for our work, one might also think of using mark
correlation functions (Sheth & Tormen 2004; Wechsler et al.
2006; Skibba & Sheth 2009). The reason we have focussed on
the ratios of correlation functions is that the effect of assem-
bly bias on colour mark correlation functions is smaller in
comparison to that on the traditional correlation functions.
We can see this by comparing our results with that of Zu
& Mandelbaum (2017). We compare the percentage change
of ξbb/ξrr − 1 for ρ = 0.65 2h (as suggested by P15) and
ρ = 0.01 in Figure 5 to the colour mark correlation func-
tions (Figure 8) of Zu & Mandelbaum (2017). The mark
correlation functions only show a change of maximum 1%
over all stellar-mass bins at r = 6h−1Mpc whereas the ra-
tios of traditional correlation functions depict the change to
be between 45%− 65% which is a huge difference. This mo-
tivates us to use the traditional correlation functions for this
study.
Having chosen to work with traditional 2-point cluster-
ing measures, we can directly compare our model with SDSS
clustering data, without depending on any group-finder algo-
rithm. As an application, we have used our model to assess
whether or not SDSS clustering data requires the presence
of 2-halo conformity; in other words, whether there are any
traces of galaxy assembly bias in the colour-dependent clus-
tering of SDSS galaxies. This question has important ramifi-
cations for models of galaxy formation, and has gained con-
siderable interest recently (Lin et al. 2016; Miyatake et al.
2016; Saito et al. 2016; Tinker et al. 2016; Zu et al. 2016).
Our main findings are the following:
• Using the Yang et al. (2007, Y07) result for
p(red|sat, L), colour-dependent clustering in SDSS cannot
be explained using any model of conformity, including the
model with no conformity (Figure 7). At small scales, in par-
ticular, we see discrepancies of factors & 2, much larger than
the expected systematics due to our various approximations.
• Motivated by the results of Campbell et al. (2015) on
systematic effects introduced by the Y07 group-finding algo-
rithm in the satellite red fraction and conformity strength,
we allowed p(red|sat, L) to be free and fixed the 1-halo con-
formity using ρ = 0.6, slightly smaller than that suggested
by P15. We find that, upon setting p(red|sat, L) to the ex-
pression in equation (41) (which is about ∼ 25% higher than
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in the Y07 catalog; Figure 8), a model without 2-halo confor-
mity already gives a good description of red and blue galaxy
clustering in SDSS (solid curves in Figure 9).
• Switching on 2-halo conformity does not lead to sig-
nificant improvement between the model and data at large
scales (dotted curves in Figure 9). Given the 10-20% sys-
tematic uncertainty in our model, we therefore do not find
strong evidence of genuine 2-halo conformity driven by halo
assembly bias in SDSS clustering data.
We have presented our main results for luminosity,
Mr < −21.0. This is worth mentioning here because the
SDSS luminosities are likely to be affected by the system-
atics effects for Mr < −21.3 (Bernardi et al. 2013). Since
we do not explore regimes for luminosities higher than
Mr < −21.0, our results are not effected by these systemat-
ics.
The systematic uncertainties arising from our analyti-
cal approximations, particularly in the notorious 1-halo to
2-halo transition regime, could be reduced by taking in-
puts from N -body simulations. E.g., Zheng & Guo (2016)
used tabulated measurements of (sub)halo correlation func-
tions and dark matter profiles in high resolution N -body
simulations to improve the accuracy of the HOD models.
Their techniques can, in principle, be adapted to include
conformity in a straightforward manner. Our results could
also be strengthened by systematically allowing the confor-
mity strength, satellite red fraction and median red and blue
spatial profiles to vary simultaneously, using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo techniques together with appropriate priors on
these quantities, as well as the full error covariance matrix of
the clustering measurements. We will take up these exercises
in future work.
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APPENDIX A: TESTING THE CALIBRATION
OF HALO ASSEMBLY BIAS
In this Appendix, we compare the assembly bias fitting for-
mula of Wechsler et al. (2006, hereafter, W06) with mea-
surements of the concentration dependence of the corre-
lation function of haloes in our N -body simulations. W06
parametrised the concentration and mass dependence of lin-
ear halo bias as follows:
b(m, s) = b(m) bc(m˜, s), (A1)
where b(m) is the bias of all haloes of mass m, s is the
standardized halo concentration defined in equation (11)
and m˜ = m/minv, where minv is the mass scale where the
assembly bias trend with concentration inverts. W06 set
minv = m∗(z), where m∗(z) satisfies ν(m∗, z) = 1. The
quantity bc(m˜, s) is defined to be the relative bias of haloes
as a function of s, and was estimated by W06 as the ratio
of the correlation function of haloes, ξ(r|m˜, s) of fixed m˜
and fixed s relative to the correlation function of all haloes,
ξ(r|m˜) of fixed m˜,
b2c(m˜, s) ≡ ξ(r|m˜, s)/ξ(r|m˜), (A2)
taking an average over separations from 5 ≤ r/(h−1Mpc) ≤
10. A fitting function to the simulation data has been pro-
vided by W06 and is of the form
bc(m˜, s) = p(m˜) + q(m˜)s+ 1.16[1− p(m˜)]s2, (A3)
where
p(m˜) = 0.95 + 0.042 ln(m˜0.33),
q(m˜) = 0.1− 0.22[m˜
0.33 + ln(m˜)0.33]
(1 + m˜0.33)
.
We next investigate the accuracy with which this fitting
function describes assembly bias in our simulations. Before
we do so, it is useful to digress a bit and discuss the reason
why the inversion scale should be associated with ν = 1.
Although Figure 6 of W06 is consistent with minv = m∗,
the statistical errors in their measurements leave room for a
variation of a factor of a few, which is worth exploring, as we
show below. In fact, the typical rationale behind m∗(z) satis-
fying ν(m∗, z) = 1 is that this mass scale is a ‘characteristic’
scale representing the peak of the mass fraction: νf(ν) =
(m/ρ¯)n(m)|d ln ν/d lnm|. For the original Press-Schechter
mass function, νf(ν) ∝ ν e−ν2/2 (Press & Schechter 1974)
which peaks at ν∗ = 1, thus justifying the definition of m∗.
More modern calibrations of the mass function show that
the actual peak occurs at substantially higher masses. For
our cosmology, at z = 0, m∗ = 2.47 × 1012h−1M ≡ m1
when using the Press-Schechter definition ν = 1, while
m∗ = 2.22 × 1013h−1M ≡ m2 when using the peak of the
mass fraction derived from the Tinker et al. (2008) halo mass
function. If the inversion scale is indeed tied to the charac-
teristic mass scale, then the more natural value would seem
to be the larger one. Purely from first principles, however,
there is no reason to expect that either of these scales is
associated with the inversion, since there is no robust ana-
lytical model of assembly bias as yet (see Dalal et al. 2008;
Castorina & Sheth 2013, for some attempts).
Figure A1 shows the comparison of bc(m˜, s) as ob-
tained from our simulation data (points with errors) to the
one obtained from the fitting function (horizontal line seg-
ments) mentioned above, for three mass bins (one in each
panel). The points show the bc in six bins of separation
3 . r/(h−1Mpc) . 20. Each panel is divided into two parts,
with bc from fitting function using minv = m1 in the left
part (coloured green) and using minv = m2 in the right part
(coloured magenta). The different line styles corresponds to
the concentration quartiles as indicated in the legend.
We see that neither of the fit values describe the simu-
lation data well. However, there is a trend. In the low mass
bin (left panel), all constant lines follow the trend of that
of simulation data. In other words, the highest concentra-
tion quartile corresponds to the highest bias and the lowest
one to the smallest bias. In the middle panel, the trend is
still same for the simulation data, however, the inversion of
bias takes place for the fitting function with m1 because now
m > m1. Thus, the trend for the fit with m1 starts inverting,
the upper most quartile becomes less biased and the lowest
quartile attains the highest bias. For m2, the inversion of
bias has not happened yet (m < m2) and the trend is very
similar to that of simulation data. In the last mass bin, the
inversion of bias has taken place completely for simulation
data whereas the inversion is taking place for m2. We con-
clude that the inversion mass scale for the simulation data
is somewhat less than m2 but it is certainly higher than m1.
As the trend in the simulation data is closer to that
obtained using equation (A3) with m2 rather than m1 as
W06 suggested, we use m2 to calculate the assembly bias
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Figure A1. Comparison of halo assembly bias in simulation and analytical model: points with errors shows the simulation data and the
smooth lines show the halo assembly bias from the fitting function (equation A3). Each panel corresponds to a mass bin and is divided
into two parts, with bc from fitting function plotted using m∗ = 2.47 ∗ 1012h−1M in the left part and using m∗ = 2.22 ∗ 1013h−1M
in the right part. The different line-styles correspond to the concentration quartiles as mentioned in the third panel.
for our analytical model. We have also checked that using
m1 instead of m2 substantially worsens the agreement be-
tween our analytical model and mock data in Figure 5. We
note however, that this is only an approximate fix; studies
such as ours require a more accurate calibration of assem-
bly bias. Fortunately, our main conclusions are unaffected
by the systematic uncertainty in the calibration above.
APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF DEFINITION OF
GALAXY COLOUR ON ξ(R)
In this appendix, we investigate the effect of using different
definitions of ‘red’ and ‘blue’ for galaxy classification on the
correlation function. The distribution of g− r colour for the
SDSS galaxies are well modelled as the sum of two Gaussian
components (Baldry et al. 2004; Skibba & Sheth 2009). The
relative fraction of these two components was used by S09
to define a stochastic variable (a ‘red flag’) which would de-
termine the component from which the galaxy’s g−r colour
is drawn. A galaxy is then ‘red’ if it colour was drawn from
the ‘red’ Gaussian, and similarly for ‘blue’. Observationally,
however, it is more convenient to simply impose a hard cut
in g − r, labelling galaxies of luminosity Mr as ‘red’ if their
g − r colour exceeds
(g − r)cut = 0.8− 0.03(Mr + 20) , (B1)
and as ‘blue’ otherwise. The difference between these defini-
tions can introduce some uncertainty when comparing model
predictions to observations.
Since our analytical model is built upon the S09 algo-
rithm, it inherently defines galaxies as ‘red’ or ‘blue’ using
the ‘flag’ definition. The mock catalogs we use, on the other
hand, contain both, the value of the red flag for each object,
as well as its actual g − r colour. In the main text, we al-
ways compared our analytical results to corresponding mock
measurements wherein galaxies were split by their red flag
values. Figure B1 explores the systematic error introduced
in the correlation function if one were to split galaxies by
the colour cut (B1) instead. The Figure shows the excess of
the correlation function based on the ‘flag’ definition to the
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Figure B1. Comparison of the correlation function based on ‘cut’
and ‘flag’ definitions of the colour of galaxy: Circles (stars) show
the excess of the correlation function based on the ‘flag’ definition
of the colour to that obtained from the ‘cut’ definition of the
colour for red (blue) galaxies. There is a ∼ 10% difference on the
small scale measurements and 2-3% on large scales for the red
clustering while blue clustering shows little change at all scales.
one based on ‘colour-cut’ definition for red (circles) and blue
(stars) galaxies. We see that the difference in the red cluster-
ing based on both definitions is about ∼ 10% at small scales
and ∼ 2-3% on large scales whereas the blue clustering does
not change much with change in the definition of the colour
of galaxy. Since this is smaller than the other systematic ef-
fects in our analytical model at nearly all scales, we ignore
this difference when comparing with SDSS observations in
the main text.
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